
Karen Fritz author, speaker, and solution architect “graduated” from corporate 
management decades ago, and has learned what it takes to smoothly run successful 
7-figure entrepreneurial ventures while being hired to teach on 5 continents.

Karen@PurposeDrivenProcess.com (970) 218-0400

KAREN JOY FRITZ
PURPOSETIVITY EXPERT

Her fascinating exuberance about integrating diverse fields –tech and psych; quantum physics and cultural 
anthropology; motorcycles and motherhood – brings ancient wisdom to post-modern business.

Karen takes a stand for transforming the fabric of our economic society through business as a force for good at the 
solo/service level through sustainable integration of strategy, systems, and self evolution.

Blending Masculine and Feminine Faces of Leadership
Bring your Divine Essence  forward as the feminine creative force to Express in your business. Then support its flow 
with linear planning to keep you in motion. The key is to plan in adaptability, to guarantee resilience to change.

From Hot Mess to Smooth Success: How to Grow When You’re Too Busy to Grow
This 3 layer mandala of business growth packs a ton of wisdom for unfolding your business. With radical 
entrepreneurial honesty, you choose aligned time, team, and tech investments for you and your mission.

Business as Path for Personal and Planetary Transformation
Your business can’t go where you won’t grow. Business becomes the ultimate personal transformation lab, calling 
forth our own evolution and leadership as we give our contribution in the world.

Be Productive In Your Purpose: 3 Keys to Activating Your Feminine Advantage
Women experience time very differently from men. And it turns out, that’s an advantage in a rapidly evolving 
economy! The feminine gift here is to stay in relationship with the emerging future.

KAREN’S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS

Karen’s superpower is to see patterns in chaos. She’s a master at taking 
an ecosystem view to maximize your ROI and free your time, energy, and 
attention. She applies big concepts in actionable steps and systems to get busy 
coaches and creatives out of overwhelm and into sustainable success. 

PRAISE
Very captivating, funny, playful. A lot of fun to listen to.           ~ SN ~

Drilled down in each area, great examples and practical action  
steps. Made me think what I have together and what I still need.       
~CW~

Karen is articulate and a deep soul. I loved her presentation. ~ DK ~

Wish I’d heard her earlier in my online journey before I lost money 
along the way. Really great tips!                                                          ~DB~

Get Productive In Your Purpose!


